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Abstract
Biobanking nowadays is mostly strongly determined by the specific aims of a research group in charge of the biobank, determining their own standards for the collection and annotation of samples. Often a long period is needed to build up the sample and data collections, especially when long-term follow-up data is required. Such collections need a long-term dedication and proper funding. Neglecting either sample number or annotation can result in insignificant or poor results. However, outcome of translational research does not only depend on the sample quality. In many cases it can also be improved to start the experimental design within a multidisciplinary team composed of clinicians including pathologists, molecular biologists, statisticians, bioinformaticians and tissue resource managers. Such a team, capable of careful evaluation of the numbers needed and which or what part of the samples are to be included, could help in obtaining far better results. Many lines of clinical research could benefit more efficiently from the wealth of information stored in well-preserved disease-oriented tissue sample collections with the proper annotations, when the infrastructure around biobanks and new collection build-up is well organized, standardized and streamlined. Future medical research will refine its scientific questions, demanding even further refinement of corresponding clinical information. In addition, larger sample collections are needed to study for instance multifactorial diseases. Today, the samples are collected for tomorrow, therefore, improvement is needed now in standardization, automated enrichment of annotations from hospital information systems and disease registries, insight in overlapping collections of different forms of tissue banking and cooperation in national and international networks.

Introduction

The combination of biobanking, high throughput research together with bioinformatics and the unraveling of the human genome and transcriptome have proven to be a powerful approach in biomedical research. It opens up many opportunities in the field of diagnostics, predictive factors, biomarkers, pharmacogenetics, drug discovery and understanding of disease mechanisms, thereby giving the potential to have a major impact on prevention, diagnosis, prognosis, prediction and treatment of human diseases. To fully exploit this revolution in the combat of human disease it is vital to have access to large quantities of human tissue samples of high quality, ideally both diseased and unaffected fresh unfixed tissue samples from patients and unaffected tissues from healthy control individuals [1–5]. There are many varieties of tissue banks. Differences are found in infrastructure, scale, material, procedures, storage and annotation, which largely depend on the goal for which the tissue bank was created.
Varieties of Biobanks

Many different approaches exist to exploit tissue samples in medical science; hence many different forms of biorepositories for medical research exist even within one institute. Large infrastructural differences are seen between populations based on disease-oriented bio-repositories. Population biobanks collect material from a large group of people to identify characteristics recognizing a disease in people developing a disease, whereas disease-oriented repositories concentrate on collecting diseased materials [1, 6–8]. However, disease-oriented biobanks can be seen as a part of population biobanking, as they nowadays support research on controlled groups of people.

Disease-oriented repositories can be split up into project-driven and systematic ones [1, 8]. Project-driven collections are disease- or organ-based. Specialized research groups performing dedicated research on these organs or diseases collect the residual samples and most often also actively collect the corresponding follow-up data. To set up such a scientifically valuable collection of population-based or disease-driven repositories takes many years of investment.

The systematic collection, often found at academic pathology departments, is very similar to the project-driven collection, but is not limited by only one or a series of similar organ types or disease. Available residual tissues, which could form an interesting study object, are collected and stored without the need of a specific aim at the time of collection. This way, valuable time can be saved to start up medical research based on tissue sample collections with sufficient numbers of high quality. Data is also collected, but less detailed as in project-driven collections where the complete follow-up data is set up such a scientifically valuable collection of population-based or disease-driven repositories takes many years of investment.

The Role of Academic Hospitals

Academic hospitals play a pivotal role in establishing the collections, a role they have performed so far to answer their needs. However, it is clear that even the large academic centers cannot live up to the future demands on their own. They will need to implement standardizations to live up to the quality needed to join multicenter research, and in addition collect tissues not directly needed for their own research, but also those which can be of importance for other research centers. In exchange they might benefit from obtaining opportunities to take part or cooperate in research not performed at the institute or at least demand compensation in costs endured when collecting and storing the samples.

It takes many different clinical disciplines to work together to establish a good collection. Nowadays, it is often the role of the tissue resource manager of a certain tissue bank somewhere in the organization to coordinate all the different research wishes. It is better to organize an institute wide tissue bank, having an overview of all collected samples showing also overlap in collections. Actual sample collection will be concentrated at the departments of pathology, surgery (and all disciplines therein), oncology and clinical chemistry. However, these departments need feedback on what samples are worthwhile to collect from each other and the clinical research departments, like epidemiology, oncology, pathology, clinical genetics, etc. Ideally, the collection process could benefit largely by an addition to the hospital information systems of a central tissue bank administration and tracking system of all collected samples, also enabling the different disciplines to see whether samples of a certain disease need to be collected. It would also be worthwhile to know for instance if a patient is entered in a large-scale clinical trial on which translational research will be performed, the patient belongs to a population under study or it concerns a patient also known from a local cohort study, etc. Permitting the pathology department, in case there is enough residual tissue available, to prepare a frozen sample and an extra formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded block from residual tissues, which can later be used without problems in multicenter studies during the study collection procedure. The clinical chemistry department can store any residual blood when a sample has been stored elsewhere at departments of surgery or pathology. The samples can be earmarked for that particular study. The central system should offer scientists the possibility to search for clinical data on sample identity without revealing the donor identity by using a sample code number. In case of multicenter studies it should in addition have an option to export these data only under sample identity or even completely anonymized to other facilities that need the data for analysis. These data can vary depending on the needs of that particular study however and can even be completed with radiology scans and pathology images of macros and histology supported by virtual microscopy [9]. Last but not least, for regional collections of samples an input of external data is required consisting of a flexible web-based system on which forms with programmable questions.
and preset choices for standardized data input will allow easy data input for regional volunteers.

The pathology department plays a central role in the collection of disease-oriented tissues because here many surgical specimens are brought in for further diagnosis. Since the diagnostic process may never be hindered by collecting tissue for experimental use, the pathologist responsible for the diagnosis is the person of choice to determine what part of the specimen is not needed for the diagnostic process and can be seen as residual and be stored for further scientific purposes [5]. Residual tissues not needed for further diagnosis at pathology can be frozen at the surgery department under the responsibility of the surgeon. The pathologist is in later stages instrumental in the selection process for the appropriate tissues to be used in the experiment and judging the expected tissue characteristics in every sample planned to be used.

The department of clinical chemistry can play a prominent role in the collection of blood/serum/buffy coat samples from patients suspected from certain pre-chosen disease groups or when a population or cohort study is launched. The residual specimen from the diagnostic procedures can be stored for further use. Centralized storage facilities can be recommended to lower storage costs, due to inefficient storage or even inefficient systems with uncoordinated maintenance, alarm and back-up systems. However, even at large institutes after many years of collecting it still proves to be difficult to supply high numbers of extensively defined or rare types of tissue specimens.

**Networks**

Uniting tissue banks in networks can be useful in case the research requires high numbers of extensively defined or rare types of samples. Precious time can be saved when starting up a study. Ideally, such a network can be realized on a national level, uniting the academic centers in a virtual tissue bank within one country. In case of disease-driven repositories, the collection of academic centers can be optimized by a regional network consisting of peripheral hospitals for collecting samples of cases rarely treated in the academic centers with centralized storage at the academic centers.

Exchanging tissue within one country is not hampered by differences in law. To overcome deficiencies at the national level, the academic centers can be organized in larger international networks of virtual tissue banks like for instance TuBaFrost. This network was created in a European framework 5 project for frozen tumor samples [9–14] (www.tubafrost.org). It is still active after funding, because it is fully integrated in the OECI (Organisation of European Cancer Institutes). This European cancer organization aims to establish comprehensive cancer centers to improve quality of care and innovation of which tissue banking in an international network forms part. The period after funding needs to be considered as an integral part of a business plan of temporarily funded biobank projects.

International tissue-banking initiatives have been financed temporarily in diverse areas, some more successful than others. In the future, there is a need of larger infrastructure to even enable studies of multifactorial diseases in an efficient way. Such studies are in need of many more than a few hundred well-defined samples and can easily increase to thousands. In parallel, there will also be an increasing demand for more accurate and standardized sample annotation. It would therefore be mutually beneficial to unite the successful initiatives again into cooperative and communicative networks opening up new challenges for future medical research. Involvement of disease registries could be extremely helpful to enlarge the quality of annotation and in turn the epidemiological studies can benefit from the availability of samples to study molecular correlations with epidemiological findings. In addition, cohort studies and population banks could benefit from the availability of overlapping samples derived from the same donor in the disease-oriented repositories, whereas the disease-oriented studies would be able to study samples or the collected data of samples before the disease was recognized. Data exchange on a local regional level between epidemiology, disease registries, and the different forms of bio-repositories with a secured patient/person identity relation operating in the back of a database application for anonymized data retrieval can result in a much more accurate and useful annotation of the samples. Disclosure of such information for instance in validation of a potential progression predicting biomarker of which progression takes about a decade would be extremely valuable to add to the data of already collected samples. Ideally, next to the hospital information on the actual disease it could be very helpful to add the whole disease and treatment history of the patient, ideally to be tapped from the new or to develop national electronic patient file or record systems without revealing the identity of the patient to the scientist. In addition, demographic, lifestyle and socioeconomic data could also be very worthwhile including. Disclosure of these data when needed in an anonymized way
and in compliance with the privacy rules should be made easy to obtain for medical scientists. Enhancement of the outcome of translational research by direct coupling of this information to the bioinformatics systems analyzing the experiment could reveal very surprising and unexpected correlations.

International cooperation between tissue banks is one of the major topics in international biobanking platforms, e.g. ‘The Marble Arch International Working Group on Biobanking for Biomedical Research’ – a group of bio-bank leaders from different countries over the world working on harmonization of global tissue banking, and ‘ISBER’ – The International Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories. Two major subjects are inseparable from this topic: standardization of sample collection/storage procedures complete with quality control program to avoid intrinsic bias in multicenter studies [2] and standardization of annotation. A project designing infrastructure for a network in the European situation, thus depending of volunteering tissue banks and based on temporary funding, standardization and a quality control program, has to be as non-invasive as possible. The minimal investments needed during implementation must not involve any unnecessary costs or measures. Such standardization has been developed for frozen tissue giving strict demands in some areas and many choices in those areas where sample quality is not harmed, leading to equal high sample quality [11].

The design of a network must be a cooperative design [4], demanding a slight change of attitude of the collectors in the approach of collecting tissues. Despite the fact that cooperation in multicenter research projects on the bases of tissue collections between institutes is nowadays seen as instrumental, the own interests in the collection can severely jeopardize such cooperation. Large differences in scientific value of specific samples between institutes can severely jeopardize such cooperation. Hence, the sample banks need to be considered as well as standardization of the complete collecting and storage procedure. Custodianship is still a matter of concern. Again the question is who decides what translational research needs to be taken up already in the phase of trial design, to become part of the trial description and therefore need careful consideration in advance. Tissue banking also needs to be considered as well as standardization of the complete collecting and storage procedure. Custodianship is still a matter of concern. The consequence of networks and multicenter translational research needs to be considered as well as standardization of the complete collecting and storage procedure. Custodianship is still a matter of concern.

Legal Issues

To enable multicenter studies on international levels it is important to also tackle from the start the legal issues involved in international tissue exchange. Privacy and...
consent procedures both need to be considered when exchanging tissues from one country to another. Consent procedures must include the possibility for international multicenter studies from the start of the collection. Although there is high variety of laws in every country, the TuBaFrost consortium has provided a code of conduct for residual tissue, respecting not only the laws of the country of origin, but is strongly embedded within European law [12]. It is a coordinating rule respecting the laws in the country of origin: If tissue may be legitimately used for certain research in the country where it was collected and under whose jurisdiction the patient falls, it may also be used for such research in the country where it is sent to in the context of a scientific program even if that other country has other regulations in force for residual tissue research collected from patients under their jurisdiction. The minimum demand for consent is an opt-out system. International trials need to consider the appropriate procedure during trial design to enable translational research in compliance to the European directive on trials. Extra tissue not falling under residual tissue generally always need informed consent, however opinions and legislation differ enormously on residual tissues.

From studies done on patients giving or refusing consent it is well known that about only 1% of the patients refuse on the basis of principle not having their tissues used [16]. Therefore, the informed consent procedure for this group is considered to be rather extreme for the 99% that have no problems with donating residual tissues even for commercial medical research purposes. An opt-out system could very well serve the 1% without spending scarce medical research money obtaining consent [17].

**Improvement of Translational Research**

The collection of human material is situated at the beginning of the chain of translational research. This chain follows an important principle, cited many times concerning tissue banking, ‘garbage in, garbage out’. It implies that when sourced bio-repositories consist of samples, which are badly collected, processed, stored or annotated, the end result of a complete experiment based on these samples can be of no better quality, despite the sophisticated techniques or analysis method chosen to perform the research.

To avoid, however, any further disappointment over the outcome it is important to be aware that the whole chain indeed starts with the collection of samples and the needed clinical data up to the final analyses, where every following link of the chain needs to be of equal strength. Careful planning is very important where the appropriate scientific tool or technique is selected, the tissue must be carefully judged on containing the expected tissue in the right proportion (no mixtures due to heterogeneity), statistics are needed in advance to plan the amount of samples needed to get a significant end result. This means a multidisciplinary team is needed, ideally consisting of at least a molecular biologist, a statistician, a surgeon or clinical specialist involved in the treatment, a pathologist, a bioinformatician and a tissue resource manager. A misconception often encountered is the failure to recognize the underlying histology of the tissue sample used in a research project. Awareness of tissue heterogeneity or existence of areas with unaffected, inflammatory infiltration, different or even pre-stage es and the occurrence of sometimes many diverging subgroups within the disease group (e.g. lung cancer is a disease group consisting of many diverging subtypes with completely different characteristics) is key to success. The involvement of a pathologist within the research program particularly for histology review and advice on the aspects of the tissue sample can make the difference between failure and success. Therefore, we would like to suggest changing the ‘garbage in, garbage out’ principle in tissue research in ‘garbage coming in from any link of the translational research chain will result in garbage out’.

Although it seems a huge investment to make for sound translational research on human samples, the power of the end result is too valuable for medical research to neglect. It is a task we need to undertake to more efficiently face the combat of human disease. It must, however, not be forgotten that these multidisciplinary tasks can only be fully exploited thanks to the generous donors, who are rightfully expecting progress to be made in medical care due to their donations. Therefore, sharing data and tissues for good research need to be considered as an obligation for those involved in decisions on access of samples to the donors. They cannot consider these patient materials as items that can be owned solely for personal success. The tissue resource manager as well as all others involved in the decisions on the access of tissues in the bio-repositories are merely the custodians of the samples, acting in the best interest of the donors.
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